Performance Notes: 'Under The Bridge'

By Andrew Rooney

This is the Chili’s Magnum Opus in my opinion. Their ‘Stairway To Heaven’ if you like. The song builds to a huge crescendo complete with choir and the jiggling pecs of lead singer Anthony Keidis as he runs for his life (in the video). But how did we get to that epic finale? Let’s analyze Chad Smith and see how he builds and releases tension before putting his foot down for the outro.

He kicks off with hi hat and rim clicks 4 to the bar. Subtle yet driving.

Vocals enter. Time to leave even more space.

The second verse (with drums) has built organically into a syncopated 4 bar groove that synchs perfectly with the Bassline.

The tension finally gives in bar 58 when Chad breaks from the rim clicks/HH and fills into a hard hitting open snare/ride groove. I love the kick and snare tone here. It’s raw and punchy.
The finale of the song ends with a slick double crash hit into the last bar. Chad knows how to set up sections perfectly.

This track is a lesson in musical drumming. Supporting the song, playing out when necessary. The dynamics are really nice and tension and release is used to full effect.

It's a classic track for a reason!